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Introduction 

Otley Town Partnership is one of the 4 groups involved in developing and implementing the town’s 

Tourism Strategy, the others being the Town Council, Otley BID and Otley Chamber of Commerce. 

Otley Town Partnership agreed to: 

1. Co-ordinate the writing/printing/distribution of new Visit Otley Brochure and pay for 

same 

2. Update the Visit Otley website and maintain the same with updates on news, events and 

visitor attractions, including places to eat and drink. 

3. Respond to queries on Visit Otley website and gather data base of interested parties and 

develop a Newsletter 

4. Continue the Visit Otley Facebook page with regular updates. 

5. Develop coach tourism offer  

Update 

1. Visit Otley Brochure: The brochure is finally at the printers and distribution will start w/c 19 

June. 25,000 copies have been ordered and distribution will be as follows 

a. Via Info Display (literature distribution company used by Welcome to Yorkshire and 

Otley Courthouse) to approximately 80 outlets in the Leeds and Bradford areas 

including TIC’s in those areas 

b. Via Delta (printers of the brochure) who will supply 7 Tourist Information Centres in 

North Yorkshire 

c. OTP will deliver to outlets in Otley and interested Coach Parties 

2. Visit Otley Website: The revamped website went live in May and seems to have had a 

positive response. Ongoing work will continue to improve the website and maintain it to 

ensure it is up to date with regards to news, events and places of interest. There has already 

been a healthy correspondence with interested parties wanting more information about 

Otley specifically being involved with events. The Newsletter is being worked on. Visits to 

the website averaged over120 hits/day in its early days and Google Analytics will be used to 

monitor hits. 

3. The Facebook page is being maintained regularly and depending on the posts, we are getting 

over 1,000 hits per week with highs at 9-10,000. 

4. The Tourism group recognise that Coach tourism, especially that related to TV series, is an 

important potential visitor and therefore spend generator, and while the Coach Driver meal 

voucher continues and is supported by all 4 parties to the group, other initiatives are being 

developed including 

a. Working with the various companies who operate tours to “Emmerdale” to include 

“Hotten” in their itinerary. Jon Hartley has been especially helpful here 

b. Looking for alternative Coach parking apart from Cattle Market Street 



c. Better distribution of information to coach parties, including  

i. Sending brochures to companies coming to Otley 

ii. Installing Map displays at Coach drop off and parking points 

iii. Having Tour guides for Coach Parties 

iv. Continuation of advertising in Coach magazines 

d. Having a “Hotten” signpost in Otley 

5. Cost of the programme to OTP will be in the region of £4,500 not including many hours of 

volunteer time to maintain the website and Facebook pages and the work done in the 

development of the brochure and maps 

6. Thanks are due to the contributions of All About the Story, OnScreen, Jane Chidley and 

Karen Smith for the  work done so far 

  

  


